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In last year's business plan we set out ORR's role: to protect the interests of rail safety, value and performance of
railways and roads today and in the future.

The engine driver engineer in North America controls the locomotive or other power cars, although people
movers and some rapid transits are under automatic control. John Curr , a Sheffield colliery manager, invented
this flanged rail in , though the exact date of this is disputed. Following SNCF's successful trials, 50 HZ, now
also called industrial frequency was adopted as standard for main-lines across the world. These are used for
rapid transit and tram systems, as well as many both short- and long-haul passenger trains. But iron was
expensive to produce until Henry Cort patented the puddling process in  Such an operation was illustrated in
Germany in by Georgius Agricola in his work De re metallica. Passengers wait to board a tube train on the
London Underground in the early s The London Underground , the world's oldest underground railway,
opened in , and it began operating electric services using a fourth rail system in on the City and South London
Railway , now part of the London Underground Northern line. This carried coal for James Clifford from his
mines down to the river Severn to be loaded onto barges and carried to riverside towns. Thus steel completely
replaced the use of iron in rails, becoming standard for all railways. Five years later, in the U. Electric power
introduced[ edit ] See also: Electric locomotive and Railway electrification system The first known electric
locomotive was built in by chemist Robert Davidson of Aberdeen in Scotland, and it was powered by galvanic
cells batteries. The softness and dross tended to make iron rails distort and delaminate and they lasted less than
10 years. It was tested on the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway in September of the following year, but the
limited power from batteries prevented its general use. The energy transmission may be either diesel-electric ,
diesel-mechanical or diesel-hydraulic but diesel-electric is dominant. Cast iron used in rails proved
unsatisfactory because it was brittle and broke under heavy loads. This was followed in by the locomotive
Puffing Billy built by Christopher Blackett and William Hedley for the Wylam Colliery Railway, the first
successful locomotive running by adhesion only. Under certain conditions, electric locomotives are the most
powerful traction. The wrought iron invented by John Birkinshaw in replaced cast iron. Puffing Billy is now
on display in the Science Museum in London, making it the oldest locomotive in existence. The company
conducted trials at AC 50 HZ, and established it as a standard. Electric locomotives draw power from a
stationary source via an overhead wire or third rail.


